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HEW3 (High-performance Embedded Workshop 3) is updated to V3.0.06.

Download the update tool from the following URL:
The products including HEW V2.2 and V3.0.x can be updated.

Details on this update are listed below.

1. Problems Fixed

1.1 Problem of Disappeared Project Types to Build the Software
The problem of disappearance of project types to build the software when the emulator was installed to the same folder where
SHC Ver 8.0.00/8.0.01 or H8C Ver 6.0.00 compiler package had been installed, has been corrected.

1.2 Illegal Command in the TCL Procedure
The problem of the command not operating properly after specification of the prefix (H', D', O', or B') for a parameter in the TCL
procedure (defined by the proc command), has been corrected.

[Example]
proc mem_read () {
    md H'FFEF80 H'32 LONG
}

1.3 Online helps
In English online helps, the insufficiency of a part of figure and the link has been corrected.